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Abstract: A survey is given of recent investigations of electric double layers
in lov density plasmas. The existence of double layers is now well established
in both magnetized and unmagnetized plasmas. Laboratory experiments and numeri-
cal simulations show that double layers coexist with waves and fluctuations as
expected in view of the particle beams which are formed in the layer. Under cer-
tain conditions the level of the fluctuations is small and experimental results
then compare favourably with stationary double layer models. Significant pro-
gress on layer formation processes has been made, but further investigations
are required to predict under what conditions double layers will form in diffe-
rent types of plasmas.
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1. Introduction

The number of investigations of electric double layers has increased rapid-
ly during the last few years. In many cases the investigations have been stimu-
lated by the strong evidence from space experiments, that double layers exist in
the magnetc sphere above the auroral zones (Wescott et al. 1976, Mozer et al.
1977), and other cosmical applications (Alfvén and Carlqvist 1967, Alfven 1978).

Theoretical investigations have mainly concerned time-independent layers.
Besides work on one-dimensional models (Block 1972, Knorr and Goertz 1974, Lee
et al. 1977, Hasan and terKaar 1978, Levine and Crawford 1979, Nyberg 1979),
two-dimensional models have been constructed for applications to the magneto-
sphere (Kan et al. 1979, Giles 1979). Double layers have been investigated in
double and triple plasma devices (Quon and Wong 1976, Coakley et al. 1978) and
in low pressure arcs where their formation is triggered by increasing the dis-
charge current to sufficiently large values (Torvén and Babi£ 1975, Crawford
et al. 1979). It is of particular interest that double layers have been in-
vestigated in magnetized plasmas showing that a large localized electric field
can exist along the magnetic field lines (Lutsenko et al. 1975, Coakley et al.
1979, Torvén and Andersson 1979, Andersson 1979).

Recent numerical simulations (DeGroot et al. 1977, Joyce and Hubbard 1978,
Hubbard and Joyce 1979) and recent laboratory experiments (Leung et al. 1979,
Lindberg and Torvén 1979) have also shown that double layers can coexist with
waves and fluctuations. Under certain conditions the level of the fluctuations
is small, and preliminary comparisons between experiment and time-independent
models have been made.

Recent reviews of double layers include a general survey (Block 1978) as
well a» separate reviews of experiments (Torvén 1979), theory (Carlqvist 1979),
and applications to space physics (Goertz 1979). This paper will therefore be
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layers are discussed in Section 2. Theoretical and experimental investigations
of time-independent double layers and the excitation of waves and fluctuations
are discussed in Sections 3 and A. Finally some characteristic features of the
layer formation process are described in Section 5.

2- General Properties of Double Layers

The potential drop of a double layer is built up by space charges in a
localized region surrounded by plasma, which has a much weaker electric field
than the space charge region, the approximate boundary conditions are accor-
dingly that the electric field and the space-charge density vanish at the boun-
daries. Such structures have been called electric double layers, because the
electric double layer is the simplest space-charge distribution that gives rise
to a monotonic potential variation. The layer thickness is usually much smaller
than the mean free paths, and experimentally determined thicknesses vary typi-
cally between 10 and 100 Debye lengths.

An important distinction can be made between strong and weak double layers.
In strong double layers the energies of the particles, when they enter the layer,
are much smaller than e$o, where $_ *» the potential drop over the layer. In
this case theoretical models (Section 3) with arbitrarily large potential drops
can be constructed using four particle distribution functions corresponding to
free and reflected ions and electrons. In a strong double layer, too, all elec-
trons entering at the high potential side of the layer are reflected, and the
presence of the free electrons then implies an electric current through the
layer. The electric power dissipiation gives an increase of the kinetic energies
of the free particles.

In electrostatic shocks or weak double layers the energies of the particles,
when they enter the layer, arc comparable with or larger than e$o. Such struc-
tures can be constructed with only one kind of reflected particles, for example
reflected electrons (Montgomery and Joyce 1969). Conversely the existence of
only one kind of reflected particles is expected tp limit e+0 to a value of the
order of the energy of the incident particles, because this can be shown to be
the case in particularly chosen examples. A weak double layer can exist without
any electric current (Block 1978). Then there is no net power dissipiation, and
the layer only redistributes the particle energies.

Striations of the type investigated by for example Boyd and Twiddy (1960)
may also be mentioned in this context although they usually exist at such high
gas pressures that the motions of the particles are determined by diffusion.

Results from some laboratory experiments are summarized in Table 1. This
gives measured values of the ionization degree Nj, the layer voltage 40, e$o/kTe
(Te is the electron temperature on the low potential side of the layer;* the
Oebye length An, and the layer thickness L. As a measure of the space charge
strength within the layer y * (Xn/L) (e$0/kTe)> has been used. The typical spec*
charge density in the layer is ± 4y2e n if the densities n on each side of the
layer are equal (Shawhan et al. 1978, Torvén 1979).

3. Tiwe-lndependent Double Layers

The description of stationary and one-dimensional double layers is straight-
forward in principle (Bernstein et al. 1957). A aonotonic variation of the e'
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stribution functions are prescribed, corresponding to reflected and free ions
and electrons. The space charge density, Z qr nr, is calculated as a function of
^ and inserted in the Poisson equation. The first moment of the Vlasov equation
gives the momentum equation -qr nr d*/dx - m,. d(nr < v

2>r)/dx for each component,
and the Poisson equation can be integrated between x, and x giving

7e< (n. v2> - nri - -p(é) (1)

Here m,» is the particle mass, v ig the particle velocity, and < v2>_ is the ave-
rage over the velocity distribution. Index 1 refers to the point x«, and the
notation -P($) is introduced for the right hand side. The boundary condition-,
require that P - dP/d+ - 0 for » - 0 and + • #o, and self-consistency require.-
that P(^) is negative within the double layer. Accordingly P must have maxima
for * - 0 and • • •<, implying that d2P/d*2 < 0 at these two points. These neces-
sary »elf-consistency conditions (Bohm criteria), which insure that the space
charge density ha« the correct sign in the neighbourhood of x • Xj and x - %•>.
impose certain conditions on the distribution functions similar to the Bohm cri-
teria for wall-sheaths (Persson 1969, Andrews and Allen 1971, Block 1972, Levine
and Crawford 1979).

The condition P(0) - P(<fro) also implies that the net electrostatic force
acting upon the double layer vanishes as has been considered particularly by
Bergeron and Wright (1978). If the double layer is sufficiently strong, the
value» of I mr nr < v >r at x^ and x2 are approximately determined by the par-
ticles, that have been accelerated in the layer. Their kinetic energy if ap-
proximately e$o, and this gives the Langmuir condition, jj/je • (n»-/»^*. Here
Ji ftn<J Je

 are tne ion and electron current densities The t
o, g Langmuir condition, jj/je (n»-/»^*. Here

i ftn<J Je
 are tne ion and electron current densities. The potential profile in

obtained from (1), but alternatively the potential profile can be prescribed
and one of the reflected particle distribution» be calculated. For warm reflec-
ted particle» it appears that the boundary conditions are approached asymptoti-
cally when x/AD •+ ± «,

 rr Y

Self-consistent models have been constructed according to the above »che-•;.-.
The simplett one ha» monoenergetie beams. nf__fggg_narilgJAg—anii-eALd-^a£i^aj^^—



particles (L*vine and Crawford 197$). In other models (Andrews and Allen 1971,
Knorr and Goertz 1974, Kan 1975, Hasan and ter Haar 1978, Levine and Crawford
1979) monoenergetic beans, truncated power law distributions, and water bag
distributions have been used for the free particles and Maxwellian distributions
and water bag distributions for the reflected particles. Fluid models for the
free particles, based on one-dimensional adiabatic acceleration, have also been
investigated (Block 1972, Manheiroer and Haber 1974, Lee et al. 1977, Levine and
Crawford 1979, Nyberg 1979).

Observations of stationary double layers in double and triple plasma devi-
ces were reported by Quon and Wong (1976) and Coakley et al. (1978, 1979), but
the available experimental data are insufficient to allow detailed comparisons
with experiments. However, and order of magnitude comparison shows reasonable
agreement with fluid models (Levine and Crawford t979). Examples of more re-
cently measured potential profiles are shown in Fig.1. Fig.iA refers to a triple
plasma device operated with only one source plasma (Leung et al. 1979). The
double layer is between x and xa, and the source is to the left of the grids
G] and G2 which are biased so that the source provides the layer with free e-
lectrons only. Fig.IB ref01s to a long magnetized plasma column without any
controlling grids (Torvén and Lindberg 1980). Here the plasma source, which is
to the left of the double layer, provides the layer with both free electrons
and reflected ions in contrast to the case shown in Fig.iA, where all reflected
ions on the low potential side of the layer originate from the high potential
region. In both cases the plasma on the high potential side is maintained
through impart ionization of the neutral gas by energetic electrons, that have
been accelerated in the double layer. This gives free ions. Reflected electrons
are provided by electrons, that are trapped in the potential well in the high
potential region. This potential well is controlled by the grid Aj in the case
shown in Fig.iA but spontaneously adjusted by the plasma itself in 1B. The pro-
files are accordingly similar in al1 significant respects, and in both cases
good agreement with one-dimensional theoretical models is obtained.

The profiles in Fig.1 were not quite stationary, but fluctuations with
peak amplitudes up to 10 5 20Z of the time averages were present. The profile
in Fig.IB was sampled using a specially developed coincidence technique, which
made it possible to show that the double layer is characterized by a very steep
gradient in the central region. This is surrounded by "presheath" regions
(Schott 1968) which accelerate free ions and electrons towards the layer so
that the Bohm criteria become fulfilled.

Double layers, that are oblique relative to the magnetic field (Swift
1976), and two-dimensional double layers (Kan et al. 1979, Giles 1979) have also
been constructed to simulate auroral electron precipitation during inverted V-
events (Shawhan et al. 1978).

k. Waves and Fluctuations

The electron beam injected into the plasma on the high potential side of
the double layer and the ion beam on the low potential side represent potential-
ly unstable systems. Besides, Langmuir modes, trapped in the density cavity at
the double layer, can be linearly unstable even if the electron distribution
function is locally Penrose stable everywhere (Wahlberg 1979). The general sta-
bility problem of BGK-states (Davidson 1972) is, however, not very tractable,
and information has mainly buen obtained from laboratory experiments and nume-
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Pig.t Axial potential profiles showing double layers observed in a triple plasma
device (Leung et al. 1979) and in a magnetized plasma column (Torvén and
Lindberg 1980).
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Receru experiments (Leung et f.l,, 1979, Lindberg and Torv€n 1979, Anders-
son 1979) have shown that a broad high frequency spectrum, peaked at frequencies
close to the plasma frequency, is excited in the plasma on the high potential
side of the layer. Measured dispersion relations (Torvén and Lindberg 1980)
show that the field is associated with waves which propagate in the direction
of the electron beam that is formed in the layer. Over a wide range of frequen-
cies the waves have an almost constant phase velocity, which typically is 10 a
20Z smaller than the electron beam velocity. The high frequency field has a
characteristic spatial distribution (Fig.2) with a maximum in the high potential
region. The maximum is displaced between 50 3 100 Debye lengths from the layer,
and the spatial increase of the high frequency power compares favourably with
the linear growth rate for beam-plasma interaction. Beam-plasma interaction
has also been observed in numerical simulations of double layers (DeGroot et
al. 1977, Joyce and Hubbard 1978).

Low frequency fluctuations (f < fp{) with peak values up to 20Z of the
time-average values are also present (Leung at al. 1979, Torvén and Lindberg
1980). The origin of these fluctuations is not yet clear. The electrostatic
energy of the low frequency field has a characteristic spatial distribution
with a maximum at the double layer (Fig.2). In this case the low frequency
field is partly caused by a motion back and forth of the double layer with an
amplitude of the order of the layer thickness.

The numerical simulation by Hubbard and Joyce (1979) suggests that double
layers can alternately pass through "laminar" and "turbulent" stages with e&ch
period lasting several ion plasma periods. This was the typical period of the
intermittent double layers observed in a low pressure arc by Torvén and Babic
(1975). Moving double layers with a simultaneous variation of the potential
drop have also been studied (Lutsenko et al. 1976 , Leung et al. 1979).

These observations show that double layers coexist with waves «r.d fluctua"
tions, and future investigations are expected to show that double layers arc ia
general time-dependent. The properties of time-dependent double layers in a
current carrying circuit depend in general on the whole circuit because th» time-
variations in the potential drop over the layer are coupled to the circuit •cur-
rent (Alfvén and Carlqvist 1967).

5. The Formation of Double Layers

Some laboratory experiments (Torvén and Babic 1975, Quon and Wong 1976)
w e related the layer formation to a threshold value for the electron drift
ilocity equal to (kTe/me)i. The critical densities for layer formation, which

•*>re observed by Lutsenko et al. (1976), have also been interpreted in terms .*•*"
:his critical drift velocity (Bergeron and Wright 1978). Numerical simulations
(Goertz and Joyce 1975, DeGroot tit al. I977) give a similar threshold value. In
i recent numerical simulation by Sato and Okuda (1979) double layer» form fol-
lower electron drift velocities when the system considered is sufficiently X<'?>g.
The proposed mechanism is that a dc-potential drop, caused by ion acoustic
turbulence, accelerates run-away electrons to high velocities. This i» assumed
to increase the turbulence until a new stage of instability takes place leadinp
to the formation of a double layer.

Two-stream instability, caused by the high drift speed, can give rise to e,
local evacuation of plasma (Raadu and Carlqvist. 1979), and it has been proposed

/jrmKI u tflurtTft r *ln f A I m Awry tn i-i>~h a 1 /w n 1 fltrflf*ngf j^if t ^A1ftfXf> gn/1 P f l f i ^ t r • B*



by the steep rf-field gradient in a ûneraan instability, has also been proposed
as « formation process (Smith and Goertz 1978).

In laboratory experiments and numerical simulations it has not yet been
possible to relate the initial phase of the double layer formation to the linear
growth rate of some instability. There is, however, another characteristic phe-
nomenon preceding the layer formation. This is the excitation of solitary poten-
tial pulses, which propagate in the direction of the electron drift with a velo-
city of the order of the ion acoustic velocity. Simultaneously their amplitudes
grov to non-linear values. These precursors of double layers have been observed
both in laboratory experiments and numerical simulations (Torvén and Babic 1975,
Quon and Wong 1976, Joyce and Hubbard 1978), but their physical significance it
not yet clear.

Besides current driven instabilities, electric fields supported by magnetic
mirrors may also give rise to double layers ae has been discussed by Lennartsson
(1978).

b. Conclusions

The existence of doubie layers m magnetized and unmagnetized plasmas is
now well established. Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations show
that double layers can coexist with waves and fluctuations. Under certain con-
ditions the level of fluctuations it- small, and in such cases comparisons bet-
ween experiments and Cime-iindependent models show good agreement. Significant
progress on layer formation processes has been made, but further investigations
are required to predict under <*h~t conditions double layevu v*l i toms in various
type» of plasmas.
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